CIVL PROPOSAL
COUNTRY: SPAIN

SPANISH PROPOSAL TO INCREASE RANKING LIMIT OF PARAGLIDING XC FOR FAI I EVENTS (EUROPEAN AND WORLDS) TO TOP 700

The current limit to be able to participate in a FAI I PG XC World and European events of being among the top 500 pilots in the FAI ranking means that many countries do not have enough places to form a team of 3 pilots.

Also, in the case of women, increasing the minimum ranking from 500 to 700 would help them to have more options to participate.

Spain proposes to increase from 500 to 700 the position in the FAI ranking to be eligible for a FAI I events.

Sincerely,

Antonio Lope Morales González
Meet director 17th FAI European Paragliding Championship Pegalajar 2024

Proposal made by Antonio Lope Morales González and supported by the Royal Spanish Aeronautical Federation (NAC Spain).